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15 January 2021 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
Good morning 
 
My letter of 13 January 2021 refers.   I would like to provide clarity on some of the information mentioned in the letter.  See 
below. 
 
In the letter, it was stated the following: 
 
To allow schools to continue with aquatic programmes and to adhere to all regulatory requirements, the following 
alternatives are proposed: 
 

1. For each venue which was found to be compliant (and all documentation were submitted), a venue compliance 
certificate is issued, and a venue code is allocated. 
 
For clarity purposes:   If a venue code is not yet issued to a school swimming pool, could I please request 
that the School submits an Operating Plan and complete the attached Form 5.  This will allow us to 
allocate a venue code to the school swimming pool. 
 
The compliance officer (indicated on Form 5) will receive a letter with the confirmation of the venue code.   
 

2. Alternative 1:  each learner completes a request by Google link for a SSA permit and once authorised, it is issued 
directly to the email address of the learner.  This is the preferred alternative as all the regulatory required information 
is immediately captured on a data basis.  (this Google link will be included in the letter in which the venue code is 
confirmed) 
 

3. Alternative 2:  the principal submits a letter together with a list of learners that need to be included in a central data 
basis. 
- The letter must confirm that all the learners on the list are registered with the school and that the school has 

all the contact details including addresses of all the learners on the list.   
- The list of learners must be preferably in excel format (it helps to import in the data basis).  This list must have 

the following information:  name, surname, date of birth, gender, and for reporting purposes, the ethnicity 
This must be submitted to ssacompliance2020@gmail.com.  Once the list is processed a letter is issued to the school. 

 

For clarity purposes:   Valid confirmation of membership (permits) were issued to many athletes, coaches, 
and officials.  Could I please request that if permits were already issued to individuals, that they do not 
apply again for a permit (alternative 1) or that their names are not included in the list (alternative 2).   
 

Kind regards 

 
Anton Jordaan 
National COVID-19 Compliance Officer for SSA 
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